Decentralised Control of DC Microgrid Based on Virtual Admittance to Enhance DC Voltage and Grid Frequency Support
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Abstract— DC microgrid technology has become one of key smart grid research topics in recent years. In comparison to AC microgrids, DC microgrids are more manageable to operate in grid-connected and islanded modes, and also offering improved efficiency and better controllability. Services, such as voltages and AC system frequency support can also be potentially provided by optimally controlling the DC microgrids converter interfaces and their local distributed energy resources. These will require a good understanding of the dynamic interactions between the DC microgrid and the host AC system, and implementation of the appropriate control strategies. This paper investigates the dynamic resilience of a DC microgrid connected to an AC system under different frequency and voltage disturbances. A decentralised droop control strategy within the DC microgrid is used for fast active power control and wider system frequency support. A virtual admittance method is also utilised to enhance the local DC microgrid voltages during the AC frequency events and DC fault test scenarios. The effectiveness of the control strategy is evaluated by simulation studies in MATLAB/Simulink.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing development and integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) in recent years give positive contributions to the bulk power system, by reducing the reliance on fossil fuel power plants and improving the sustainability of power resources. This integration has also caused the transformation of conventional power networks, from passive systems into active systems. This transformation is influenced by the location of DERs which are often located at the distribution level. Furthermore, the massive integration of DERs also causes several issues in the power system related to protection, stability, and power quality [1]. To overcome these issues, microgrid’s architectures have been widely recommended to integrate and coordinate DERs units, such us photovoltaic (PV) generators, wind turbines (WTs), fuel cells (FCs), and energy storage systems into distribution networks [2]. In general, there are two types of microgrids; AC microgrid (AC-MG) and DC microgrid (DC-MG). DC-MG will be explored in this study.

Many studies show that DC-MGs have more advantages than AC-MGs [2]–[5]. Various DERs, such as PV and energy storage systems, generate DC power. Therefore, these DERs are more efficiently connected to the DC bus by reducing the conversion stages and associated losses. Also, with no skin effect phenomenon in DC cables, DERs can deliver more real power. Additionally, the synchronisation process to integrate multiple DERs within the DC-MG is not an issue, thus reducing the complexity of the system operation.

As a controllable system, DC-MGs enable operation in two operating modes; grid-connected and islanded mode [4]. For grid-connected mode, the DC-MG is connected to the main grid through a bidirectional DC-AC converter such as two-level voltage source converter (VSC). In this grid connected operating mode, the VSC plays an important role in the power exchange between DC-MG and the main grid and can also provide some ancillary services to the wider system, such as voltage controls and wider system frequency support. So far, there have been few studies into frequency support services provided by DC-MGs [6]. Various research has mostly focused on control strategies for addressing local parameters of DC-MGs such as power sharing, and local voltage stability within the microgrid boundaries [7]–[9]. Furthermore, the resources within the DC-MG are electrically decoupled from the main grid and therefore do not contribute to system inertia. With the penetration of inverter interfaced DER increasing, and the synchronous plant being closed or mothballed, the system inertia is consequently decreasing, which leads to a higher rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) [10], [11]. Over and above, the DERs within the DC-MG are decoupled from the AC grid, resulting in further regional inertia reduction. Therefore, it is important to understand to what extent wider system frequency disturbances will impact the dynamic performance of the DC-MG and the control measures that are required to mitigate any resultant impact within and without the microgrid boundaries.

In response to this, this paper investigates the dynamic performance a DC-MG connected to an AC system with reduced inertia. The focus of the paper evaluates the capability of DC-MGs to provide wider AC system frequency support and at the same time improve the local performance of the DC voltage within the microgrid. The paper applies a decentralised control
strategy through conventional frequency-active power (F-P) droop control and a virtual admittance to improve the resilience of the DC-MG and the host AC systems during frequency event and DC voltage dips fault conditions. Two case studies are conducted to evaluate the performance of DC-MG and control strategies. The first case study investigates the DC-MG as a provider of grid frequency support and the second case study investigates DC voltage enhancement by virtual admittance.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II presents a general overview of grid frequency regulation. Section III describes modelling of the DC-MG and VSC grid frequency support control strategy, including virtual admittance based droop control at the battery. Section IV presents the simulation results and discussion. Section V provides the conclusions of the paper.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF GRID FREQUENCY RESPONSE

In GB, the system operator National Grid is responsible for ensuring frequency stability. There are three types of frequency regulation services which are primary and secondary frequency response [12]. Fig.1 shows system frequency evolution after an event [13]. According to National Grid Mandatory Frequency Response in [14], to participate as grid frequency support provider, the provider must have capacity ≥1 MW and able to detect the grid frequency deviation within 500ms.

![Fig. 1. System frequency evolution after an event [13]](image)

Based on the National Grid requirements, the DC-MG must be able to provide a minimum of 1 MW to participate in grid frequency support. Even though the DC-MG can meet the VSC capacity requirement for grid frequency support, there is a problem related to the high proportion of renewable energy resources, such as PV generation and battery energy storage devices, within the microgrid (Fig.2). As mentioned in the previous section, the VSC interfaced resources cause a reduction of inertia in the host power system and impact the initial RoCoF when a disturbance occurs [10], [11]. There have been many studies conducted into grid frequency support using VSC control strategies for various DERs, such as PV, WT, energy storage devices, and smart loads [15]–[20]. However, only a few studies are concerned with the DC-MG as grid frequency support [6]. The main challenge of the DC-MG when providing frequency support is how this system, and its control strategy, can emulate the required inertia to effectively support the grid frequency. The following section will explain the DC-MG test network and control strategy that is implemented for this study.

III. MODELLING OF DC MICROGRID AND GRID FREQUENCY SUPPORT CONTROL STRATEGY

This section is comprised of two sub-sections. The first sub-section presents the DC-MG test network. The second sub-section explains the VSC and DC voltage virtual admittance based control strategies that enabled DC-MG grid frequency support and improved DC fault ride through.

A. Test Network

In this study, the DC-MG integrates PV generation, battery energy storage, and load. These are all connected to the two-level VSC and AC system in the low voltage (LV) side, as shown in Fig.2. The PV generator, energy storage device and load are integrated into the 750 V DC bus. This voltage level enables direct connection to 400 VAC and a higher power transmission capacity [21]–[23]. The DC-MG is connected through 11/0.4 kV transformer and 1 MVA VSC. The representative host system is supplied by a 350 MVA synchronous machine with the IEEE Type 1 excitation system, as well as a steam governor and turbine model. Further system parameters are shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. DC-MG test network](image)

Due to the relatively fast dynamic response requirements of the studies, the PV unit is set to generate 0.6pu of the maximum rated power (500 kW), without temperature and irradiance variations [24]. Furthermore, 600 VDC Lithium-Ion battery is utilised with an initial State of Charge (SoC) of 80%. The battery is connected to the DC bus through a bidirectional DC-DC buck-boost converter.

B. Control Strategy

The VSC control strategy based on conventional droop control to provide power exchange between the AC system and DC-MG during normal operation and the frequency event is utilised. Three operation modes are utilised to create the initial condition before the event to show the flexibility of DC-MG and described as follows:

a) Self-consumption mode

In this mode, the load in the DC-MG is fully supplied by DERs within the microgrid and when the frequency
event occurred in the AC side, the DC-MG injected or absorbed the power to and from the main grid.

b) **Import mode**

The DC-MG load is supplied by the synchronous machine from AC host system and the resources within the DC-MG.

c) **Export mode**

The load in DC-MG is fully supplied by the resources within the microgrid and spare capacity is injected to the AC system.

The VSC controller consists of an outer power control loop and inner current control loop. The active and reactive power set-points are determined by the F-P droop curve with a dead-band of 50 ±0.015Hz.

On the DC side, V-I droop control is implemented for the DC-DC buck-boost converter, which interfaced the battery to the DC bus. The block diagram of the controllers is shown in Fig.3.

Virtual admittance is annotated as $Y(s)$. The controller annotated as $G(s)$ is shown with the current source and is representative of DC-DC buck-boost converter. The relation between $Y(s)$ and $G(s)$ is stated in equation (1) [25]. From the equation (1) and Fig.4, $V_{ref}$ is the voltage set point and $i_{ref}$ is the current reference for the buck-boost converter. Parameters for the controllers are shown in Table II.

$$Y(s) = \frac{i_{ref}(s)}{V_{ref}(s)-V_{dc}(s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

### Table II: Controller Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSC controller parameters:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired bandwidth</td>
<td>100.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_f$</td>
<td>1.2 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_f$</td>
<td>1.6 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{i1}$, $k_{i2}$</td>
<td>38, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{p1}$, $k_{p2}$</td>
<td>4, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-DC buck-boost controller parameters:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droop gain</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional gain</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral gain</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual admittance gain</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MATLAB/Simulink software is utilised to verify the DC-MG test network and control strategy for wider system frequency support and DC voltage enhancement, by conducting two case studies as follows:

a) **DC-MG for grid frequency support**

This case study is conducted to evaluate the capability of the DC-MG to provide wider system frequency. In this scenario, the frequency event of the system is simulated with and without the DC-MG. Three different pre-event operating modes (as explained in Section III.B) are conducted to show the dynamic behaviour and flexibility of the DC-MG.

b) **Virtual admittance for DC voltage control**

This case study is conducted to show the influence of virtual admittance and its ability to improve the DC voltage during the event, and also during fault conditions. There are two fault types investigated in this study. First, pole-to-ground fault and second, pole-to-pole fault.

The following sub-sections will provide more detail of the two case studies, including the simulation results and discussion.

### A. DC-MG for grid frequency support

In this scenario, the frequency event of the system is simulated with and without the DC-MG. A load step changer is connected to create the frequency disturbance in the system. The simulation is conducted by implementing pre-event three
operating modes. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results which comprise of frequency response, VSC power and the DC voltage profile.

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5.** DC-MG response (a) frequency, (b) VSC power, and (c) DC voltage

Fig 5(a) shows the comparison of the frequency response of the test network with and without the DC-MG. The effect of the three pre-event operating modes can be clearly seen in the zoom sections on the graph. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 5(a), it can be seen that DC-MG enables to enhance the frequency of the AC system. The best frequency response is provided following the DC-MG using Mode 2. This is due to a ‘demand response’ effect, followed rapidly by the VSC power injection to the system. This provides a better frequency response when compared to the other two modes. For example, from Fig. 5(a), it can be seen that there is an improvement not only for the frequency nadir but also the RoCoF is less for all modes. The fastest response is provided by Mode 2. The improvement of the frequency nadir for all modes is not too significant because, when compared to the capacity of the AC system, it is a relatively small amount of power. The DC-MG in this study can therefore be categorised as a small system [12]. However, if many VSCs for DC-MG integration employed the control used in this study, there would be a greater provision of frequency support throughout the system.

Furthermore, in Fig. 5(b) the power exchange between the DC-MG and the AC system during the frequency event based on three operating modes are also presented. Before the frequency event occurred at 15s, it can be seen that the DC-MG absorbs and injects the power in Mode 2 and 3, respectively. Then, during the frequency event, the DC-MG injects the power to the AC system for all operating modes.

Moreover, Fig. 5(c) shows the DC voltage profile for all modes during the frequency event. From Fig. 5(c), it can be seen that the worst impact for the DC voltage before the event occurred whilst the DC-MG utilised Mode 3. This is due to the magnitude of power being exported into the grid pre event.

Additionally, the impact of virtual admittance for grid frequency support is also investigated in this study. However, it can be seen in Fig. 6, there is no significant impact of virtual admittance to enhance the system frequency. The following section will present the impact of virtual admittance to enhance the DC voltage controller.

**B. Virtual admittance to enhance DC voltage control**

In this scenario, the ability of virtual admittance to enhance VDC control is investigated. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the initial condition of pre-event and frequency event in the main grid impact the DC-MG voltage. When the frequency event occurs at 15s, VDC deviates slightly, just remaining in the range of DC voltage normal operation standard ±10% [21]. To reduce the DC voltage deviation in the DC-MG, virtual admittance is implemented in this study. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the controller with virtual admittance to improve the voltage in the DC side. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that virtual admittance improves the DC voltage during the frequency event. However, there is no significant improvement for the DC voltage before the event. It seems that virtual admittance only effective to improve the voltage which is declined not less than 0.9pu.

![Fig. 6](image)

**Fig. 6.** Frequency response by using virtual admittance

![Fig. 7](image)

**Fig. 7.** Comparison of VDC during the frequency event

Further investigation is also conducted to test the impact of virtual admittance during DC fault condition (pole-to-ground fault and pole-to-pole fault). The distance of the fault location
for both fault conditions is neglected as this study is not focused on the protection issue. The fault duration for pole-to-ground fault is set to 5ms with fault resistance of 0.001 Ohm. For pole-to-ground fault, the simulation only conducted for one fault resistance because the result for the variations of the resistance is not too significantly different, when compared to pole-to-pole fault test. There are two DC-MG operating conditions used for this fault behaviour investigation. First, faults are introduced when the DC-MG had no load, and second when the DC-MG load is connected. Both of these conditions are tested with and without virtual admittance. For the first condition, virtual admittance enables the DC voltage to reduce the steady state error and stay close to 1pu as seen in Fig. 8(a). Then, for the second condition shown in Fig. 8(b), virtual admittance enables to boost the DC voltage up to 1pu, thus enabling greater power transfer on the DC link. For this fault condition, the DC voltage does not drop to zero due to the voltage potential difference of the battery.

For pole-to-pole fault scenario, the fault duration is set to 0.01s for different fault resistance (0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1 Ohm). Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the impact virtual admittance on the DC voltage during the faults. Similar to the pole-to-ground fault, the DC voltage did not drop to zero during the fault event. Fig. 9(a) shows the voltage profile during the fault occur with fault resistance 0.001 Ohm. It can be seen there is no significant difference between the condition with and without virtual admittance. During the fault condition, the voltage drops to 0.6pu and the control strategy is unable to restore the voltage. However, for this condition, the DC voltage still remained close to 1pu for steady state conditions. It can be concluded that the control strategy and virtual admittance only enhances voltage which is decreased not less than or above 0.9pu, as can be seen in frequency event case for Mode 3 in Fig. 7. Stability assessment of the controller in future work can provide further insight into the limits of the controller capabilities. The empirical analysis above is also supported by the evidence from Fig. 9(b)-(d). For fault resistance 0.01 Ohm, the voltage decreased to 0.84 pu and the virtual admittance only impacted the voltage pre and post event. Conditions in Fig. 9(a) and (b) are in contrast to Fig. 9(c) and (d). From the Fig. 9(c) and (d), during the fault, the voltage did not drop below 0.9pu. Therefore, the control strategy and virtual admittance are still enable to enhance the voltage.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, DC-MG control strategy based on conventional F-P droop and VDC-I droop with virtual admittance is proposed to enhance the AC system frequency support capability and DC-MG voltage control. Two scenarios have been conducted to test the performance of the DC-MG test network and control strategy. The first scenario focused on DC-MG as grid frequency support and second scenario discussed the DC voltage control. Then, the impact of virtual admittance to improve the DC voltage is also investigated during the frequency event and fault test. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the control strategy to enhance system frequency, power exchange, and DC voltage regulation. However, the control strategy and virtual admittance only enable to enhance the DC voltage above 0.9pu. Therefore, further investigation and development for robust control strategy is needed. Future work will also develop further study to investigate the control strategy for multiple DC-
MGs with various resources and operating modes for grid frequency support and DC-MG stability.
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